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      Ludo Game Table Anthracite-Concrete 4 players

This is an ideal Game Table for a primary school or a playground. The design makes it an eye catcher. This Ludo Game Table is molded in one piece of concrete, no loose parts, so it is safe. The game surfaces are of natural stone, processed by us in concrete. A game can be played on it, but it is also suitable as a table for a bite to eat. Because the underplate is placed at the same level as the existing pavement, it is also easy to keep the area neat around the Game Table. 

This Game Table is available in various versions, see also Chess Table, Checkers Table or just a table to play on. You can choose the Anthracite-Concrete or Natural Concrete version.



* When ordering this Game Table you will get 1 set of pawns and a dice  free of charge.

     


    
  Specificaties

  	Productcode
	GT.LD.AB4


        	Kleur
	Antraciet-Beton


        	Dimensions (L X W)
	149 x 149 cm


        	Height tabletop
	75 cm


        	Seat height
	50 cm


        	Dimensions tabletop (L x W)
	60 x 60 cm


        	Tabletop thickness
	7,2 cm


        	Weight
	900 kg


        	Thickness bottom plate
	10 cm


  



    


    
  


  
    

      
      
        £ 3,425.00
         excl. BTW

        (£ 4,110.00 incl. VAT)

      
              
          2nd product and following for £ 2,875.00 each, save 16% !        

      
      
                
          Free delivery inthe United Kingdom        

        Delivery time is 0 to 6 working weeks.
                          Average delivery time is          33          business days.
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          Product specifications            Ludo Game Table Anthracite-Concrete (4P)          
        
	
              
                                  Detailed drawing Ludo Game Table Anthracite-Concrete (4P)                              
            


    


  





      

      

  
    Contact

    
              
        0114 352 0110
        

         
      
      	
             Pay after delivery          
	
             Delivery time is 0 to 6 working weeks          
	
               Average delivery time is 33 business days (GB)            
	
             Bestel rechtstreeks bij de fabrikant          
	
           Customers rate HeBlad 9.3
        
	
           Already more than 20.000 tables sold worldwide        
	
           TÜV certification        
	
             Call us, we speak English!          
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            HeBlad United Kingdom

            The Balance, 7th floor

            Pinfold Street

            S1 2GU Sheffield

            South Yorkshire

            United Kingdom
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